Keyboard Drawers

2450CKM
Compact Keyboard & Mouse Drawer
- Universal all-metal, under desk drawer for the keyboard and mouse.
- Includes palm support.
- Ideal for limited space workstations.
- Lowers keyboard approximately 2-1/2”.
- 24-1/2” W x 11-1/2” D.
- Install Dimensions: 25-1/2” W x 17-1/2” D.

321SDRG
Keyboard Drawer with NaturalFit Palm Support for Microsoft® Natural and Natural Elite Keyboards.
- Optional 2000EM swivel mouse.
- Lowers keyboard approximately 2-3/4”.
- 21” W x 11-1/4” D.
- Install Dimensions: 22” W x 16-7/8” D.

320SD
Keyboard Tray
- All metal underdesk drawer for keyboard only.
- Palm support included.
- Ball bearing slides lock in open and closed positions.
- Optional 2000EM swivel mouse.
- Lowers keyboard approximately 2-1/2”.
- 20” W x 11-1/4” D.
- Install Dimensions: 21” W x 16-7/8” D.

You might also like...

2000EM Swivel Mouse Tray

FREE FREIGHT on all
EGONOMICS

MADE IN THE USA
Laptop / Notebook Trays & Drawers

415ND/NSD

415ND
Notebook Drawer
- All-metal under desk drawer for notebook/laptop
- Ball bearing slides lock in open and closed positions
- Lowers notebook/laptop approximately 4-1/2”
- Installation: 15½” W x 22¼” D

417ND
Notebook Drawer (not shown)
- 17” W x 14-5/16” D
- Installation: 18½” W x 22¼” D

415NR/NSR

415NR
Notebook Tray
- Strong steel construction
- Compatible with most articulating arms

417NR
Notebook Tray (not shown)
- 17” W x 14-5/16” D

Arm Options - sold separately

415NSD
NotebookSafe™ Drawer
- Helps reduce theft of notebook computers
- May be keyed alike
- Ball bearing slides lock in open and closed positions
- Accommodates laptops: 1-1/8” to 2-5/8” H x 14” W x 12-3/4” D
- Install Dimensions: 15½” W x 22¼” D x 5-5/8” H

417NSD
NotebookSafe™ Drawer (not shown)
- Accommodates laptops: 1-1/8” to 2-5/8” H x 17” W x 12-3/4” D
- Install Dimensions: 18½” W x 22¼” D x 5-5/8” H

415NSR
NotebookSafe™ Tray
- Helps reduce theft of notebook computers
- 14 GA steel locking bar
- Keyed lock (may be keyed alike)
- Will fit notebook/laptop: 1-1/8” to 2-5/8” H x 14” W x 12-3/4” D

417NSR
NotebookSafe™ Tray (not shown)
- 17” W x 12-3/4” D
- Will fit notebook/laptop: 1-1/8” to 2-5/8” H x 17” W x 12-3/4” D

DS500
Docking Station Drawer
- Keeps workspace clear
- Ball bearing slides lock in open and closed positions
- 16-1/2” W x 18-1/4” D x 3-1/4” to 4-3/4” H
- Install dimensions: 17-3/4” W x 25” D
- Includes cord management
- Custom sizes available

Arm Options - sold separately

FP23/S
FastAction Precision articulating arm

VS23/S
Value Swivel articulating arm

CFP21/S
FastAction Compact articulating arm

FSS26/S
FastAction Sit/Stand articulating arm
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